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Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let
your requests be made known to God; and the peace of God, which surpasses all
understanding, will guard your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus. Philippians 4:6, 7
From The President's Desk
My wife and I would like to thank everyone who contacted us over the death of our son,
Brent. In the next issue of the Journal, I’ll reprint some of that sentiment. Needless to say his
mother and I miss him very, very much!

Each year the number of home school students increases. And Summit Ministries continues
to supply curriculum to the home school market. At the present time we have a junior high
curriculum based on our abridged edition of Understanding the Times and a senior high
curriculum based on the unabridged Understanding the Times.
The following article is a report card on the home school movement by Phyllis Schlafly from
the Washington Times, June 1, 2002, p. A 12. Congratulations to all our home school
families.
“My psychological batteries were just recharged by attending a remarkable convention of
Florida home-schoolers in Orlando. The 10,000 conventioneers, who overflowed the Gaylord
Palms Resort, should have been serenaded with ‘You’ve come a long way, baby.’
“The Florida Parent-Educators Associations has grown from a handful of parents 15 years
ago to a three-day convention with 100 workshops, 131 booths selling curricula and software,
high school graduation ceremonies, and a college scholarship to Harvard. Home schooling

has become big business.
“The Florida Department of Education reports that the number of Florida children registered
in home-education programs has grown from 5,313 in 1990-91 to 41,128 in 2000-01. The
number is probably higher because not everyone registers.
“Parents who have been homeschooling since the early 1980s can remember less happy times
when they felt it advisable to conceal what they were doing. In 1984, five Florida homeschooling families were prosecuted for truancy and one family temporarily lost custody of its
children.
“Home-schooling parents often had to suffer the disdain of neighbors, ignorant accusations of
child abuse, and the hostility of the teachers union. The Florida State Legislature got the
message in 1985 and legalized home schooling.
“It takes uncommon commitment by parents to undertake a homeschool regimen, but they
soon discover that they can do in a couple of hours what takes all day at regular school.
Home-schooling parents save lots of time since there are so many courses they don’t have to
teach.
“They don’t have to teach multiculturalism, the peculiar notion that other cultures should be
preferred to our own, or teach a course in Islam, such as is now taught in California schools.
Home schooling parents are free to teach that their religion and their country are the best.
“Home-schooling parents do not have to teach political correctness, such as the dogma that
all academic subjects must be taught through the prism of gender and race oppression. They
are free to teach that America is not a land of victims but a country of freedom and
opportunity for all.
“Home-schooling parents do not have to teach the androgyny demanded by radical feminism.
They are free to teach boys and girls separately and differently and let their boys enjoy plenty
of recess to work off their excess energy and avoid giving them Ritalin to make them behave
like girls.
“Home-schoolers do not have to take a course every year in diversity, the code word for gay
rights, as is now mandated K-12 by the California State Legislature. Parent educators are free
to teach that it is OK to be judgmental about illegal and immoral acts.
“Home-schooling parents don’t have to teach revisionist history that deletes mention of
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin, as the New Jersey State
Department of Education tried to do, but had to back down after a parental uproar. Home
schoolers have academic freedom to study the Founding Fathers and read the writings of the

DWEMs (Dead White European Males) who contributed so much to Western Civilization.
“Home-schoolers do not have to study global education that is designed to promote global
interdependence and citizens of the world instead of the U.S.A. Home schooling parents do
not have to teach environmental education fantasies, such as that humans exist to serve the
Earth instead of vice versa.
“Home-schoolers don’t have to study fuzzy math, whole math, new math, new new math, or
rain forest math. They won’t waste math time discussing, coloring, playing games or telling
their parents how good they feel about incorrect answers.
“Home-schooled children will learn to read using authentic phonics as their first order of
business, so they won’t have to take remedial reading after three years of failure. They won’t
be inflicted with whole language, which fraudulently teaches children to guess at words from
the pictures, skip over difficult words, and substitute any words that seem to fit the context.
“Home-schoolers will save lots of time because they don’t have to read typical middle-school
assignments of depressing modern fiction by ‘nobody’ authors writing about drugs, violence,
sex, runaway teens, witchcraft and other depressing subjects. Home schoolers can read books
about heroes and stories that build character, courage, patriotism and virtue.
“Home-schoolers won’t have to spend time filling out nosy questionnaires about sex, drugs
and suicide. The public schools are obsessed with asking students impudent personal
questions, such as how many times you have felt depressed and tried to commit suicide.
“There are many more worthless courses taught in public schools on which home-schoolers
will not spend their precious time, such as courses in murder (forensics is the latest fad),
suicide, death and dying, evolution and self-esteem. Home- schooled students won’t have any
problem with self-esteem because their self-esteem will be earned by achievement in
mastering the important truths of history, literature, math and science.”
Month In Review

“He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. For by Him all things
were created that are in heaven and that are on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or
dominions or principalities or powers. All things were created through Him and for Him. And
He is before all things, and in Him all things consist. And He is the head of the body, the
church, who is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead; that in all things He may have the
preeminence.”
—Colossians 1:15-17

“The translation of [Colossians] 1:15-17 has posed a problem for many who study this
important passage about Jesus’ relation to creation. This text of Scripture avers the same
teaching about Jesus as found in John 1:1, namely, that He preceded creation and is the cause
of all creation. Some advocate an unorthodox view from this passage in saying that Jesus was
in reality the first creature that God the Father created and that Jesus then was used by God to
create all other creation. They do so by arguing that ‘firstborn of all ceation’ (translating v. 15
‘over’ as ‘of’) means He was [the] first thing created, and that the subsequent verses should
be translated ‘all other things have been created through Him’ and ‘He is before all other
things.’ The difficulty of this attempt to deny Jesus Christ His stature as Creator is that (1) ‘of
all creation’ in the Greek is a genitive case; (2) the meaning of ‘begotten’, and (3) the fact
that the Greek word for ‘other’ does not occur in the text at all. ‘First’ in the statement speaks
of Christ’s priority to creation and sovereignty over all creation. The words ‘of all creation’
are the object of ‘firstborn’ rather than ‘firstborn’ being the object of ‘of all creation.’
Second, ‘begotten’ is not the same as ‘creation’; the words are clearly distinguished in the
passage. God begets the Son, but the Son creates the world. When a man begets, he begets a
man; when God begets, He begets God and this is from eternity. Creation, on the other hand,
is not the same as God. Third, to put ‘other’ in the passage is foreign to the discussion of the
text and is merely an attempt to explain away the meaning of the text that Jesus the Creator
created all things.”
—The Nelson Study Bible

“The Bergsonian critique of orthodox Darwinism is not easy to answer. More disquieting still
is Professor D.M.S. Watson’s defense. ‘Evolution itself,’ he wrote, is accepted by zoologists
not because it has been observed to occur or…can be proved by logically coherent evidence
to be true, but because the only alternative, special creation, is clearly incredible.’ Has it
come to that? Does the whole vast structure of modern naturalism depend not on positive
evidence but simply on an a priori metaphysical prejudice? Was it devised not to get in facts
but to keep out God?”

—C.S Lewis, The Weight of Glory

“It [evolution] appeals to every part of me except my reason. I believe it no longer.”
—C.S. Lewis, Christian Reflections

“We need to communicate that what is at issue is not the specifics of evolution versus the
specifics of Genesis. Rather, at issue is the worldview claim that life was designed by an
intelligent agent. We must fight worldview with worldview.
“Consider the stark, dogmatic assertions made by typical school textbooks: ‘You are an
animal, and share a common heritage with earthworms.’ ‘Evolution is random and
undirected…without either plan or purpose.’ Our public schools are supposed to be neutral
with regard to religion, but these statements are clearly not neutral; they are antagonistic to
any and all theistic religions. They go far beyond any empirical evidence (how could anyone
prove that evolution has no purpose?) and therefore are more philosophical than scientific.
“Our first goal in dealing with schools, then, should be to get educators to separate
philosophical claims from scientific theories. In other words, we must get them to stop
treating philosophical statements as if they were science. Most teachers are fair-minded and
are responsive if the issue is raised intelligently and respectfully.
“Second, we should press for teaching science honestly. That is, educators should teach not
only the examples that confirm evolution but also those that contradict it, the anomalies and
unsolved questions. In Education or Indoctrination? Science educator Norris Anderson
illustrates how dogmatically naturalism is presented in textbooks. For example, ‘Darwin gave
biology a sound scientific basis by attributing the diversity of life to natural causes rather than
supernatural creation.’ Or again, ‘Today, the evidence for evolution is overwhelming…
Evolution is no longer merely a theory.’ The same text takes a preemptive strike against
troublesome critics by denouncing them as know-nothings:
‘There have always been those who resisted the appeal of evolution and every
now and then declare “Darwin was wrong,” in the hope of some profitable
publicity, usually revealing that they do not understand Darwinism.’
“Yet Anderson himself understands Darwinism better than most. Formerly a textbook writer,
he helped prepare the infamous BSCS series (Biological Sciences Curriculum Study), which

inaugurated the current dogmatic approach to teaching evolution. ‘I was practically an
evangelist for evolution,’ Anderson says wryly. But he experienced a turnabout when a
colleague told him privately, ‘I believe human evolution happened, but there’s absolutely no
evidence for it.’ Anderson was appalled and suggested that the textbooks be written to reflect
the real state of the evidence. His proposal was vehemently rejected.
“ ‘That’s when my idealism began to crumble’ Anderson says. ‘I saw that scientists close
ranks to present a false image of scientific certainty.’ His response was to spearhead a
successful campaign in his home state of Alabama to paste an insert on the inside front cover
of biology textbooks listing some of the anomalies and ambiguities in evolutionary theory.
Several other states are now considering similar inserts.”
—Charles Colson, Nancy Pearcey, How Now Shall We Live?, p. 427f.

“Either we are rational spirit obliged for ever to obey the absolute values of the Tao [moral
order], or else we are mere nature to be kneaded and cut into new shapes for the pleasures of
masters who must, by hypothesis, have no motive but their own ‘natural’ impulses. Only the
Tao provides a common human law of action which can overarch rulers and ruled alike. A
dogmatic belief in objective value is necessary to the very idea of a rule which is not tyranny
or an obedience which is not slavery.”
—C.S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man

"My point is that those who stand outside all judgements of value cannot have any ground for
preferring one of their own impulses to another except the emotional strength of that
impulse.”
—C.S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man

“But the man-moulders of the new age will be armed with the power of an omni-competent
state and an irresistible scientific technique: we shall get at last a race of conditioners who
really can cut out all posterity in what shape they please…
“The Conditioners, then, are to choose what kind of artificial Tao they will, for their own
good reason, produce in the Human race. It is not that they are bad men. They are not men at
all. Stepping outside the Tao they have stepped into the void.”

—C.S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man

“Let me begin by defining ‘theistic evolution.’ I would like to suggest three core beliefs
essential to the theistic evolutionary model in the sense that they are individually necessary
and jointly sufficient to constitute theistic evolutionism. And it is the person who is rationally
committed to all of these propositions that I call a theistic evolutionist:
1. Theism. The theistic God exists. That is, there is a powerful, intelligent, eternal, personal,
morally perfect spirit who brought the cosmos into existence and who is presently concerned
with its history. Although theistic evolutionists represent a broad spectrum of theistic
theological commitments, these seem to be the rudiments of any brand of theism. To the
extent that one rejects any of these elements, one deviates from a theistic perspective.
2. Natural Selection. The principle of natural selection, directly observable in the natural
world, is a viable explanation for speciation in both the plant and animal kingdoms. This is
the macroevolutionary thesis, as opposed to the merely microevolutionary claim that within
particular populations of species the more biologically fit tend to survive to reproductive
maturity and thereby perpetuate their genes in the gene pool.
3. Common Biological Ancestry. All living organisms have a common genealogical ancestry.
This is the thesis that through entirely natural processes (i.e. natural selection, random
variation, genetic mutations and ‘drifts,’ environmental factors, etc.) all living things
descended from a single living organism. Or, if not descended from a single organism, every
living thing is a descendent of some single, original organism within its phylum.
“Now theistic evolutionists, I presume, believe each of these theses to be true. They believe
that these theoretical claims refer to actual facts about the world. And to maintain this is to
assume scientific realism. To be a realist about science is, minimally, to maintain that
scientific theories have a truth value and that the purpose of science is to offer literally true
descriptions of the world. Thus, theistic evolutionists who defend their theory as ‘true’
presuppose this conception of science.”
—James S. Spiegel, Philosophia Christi, vol. 4, No. 1, 2002, p. 90, 91

“The conclusion drawn by theistic evolutionists is that macroevolution [birds evolved from
dinosaurs; man evolved from monkey or ape or their ancestors, etc] has in fact occurred.”
—James S. Spiegel, Ibid., p. 97

“The fossil record constitutes some of the most important evidence concerning origins. It is
the history of life written in the rocks. If evolution theory is true, the fossil record must be
what this theory requires, and on the other hand, if creation is true, the fossil record must be
in accord with that theory. Evolutionists Glenister and Witzke state that ‘The fossil record
affords an opportunity to choose between evolutionary and creationist models for the origin
of the earth and its life forms.’ Futuyma expresses a similar belief when he said, ‘Creation
and evolution, between them, exhaust the possible explanations for the origin of living things.
Organisms either appeared on the earth fully developed or they did not. If they did not they
must have developed from preexisting species by some process of modification. If they did
appear in fully formed state, they must have been created by some omnipotent intelligence….’
“If evolution is true, then millions of species have evolved during hundreds of millions of
years as each species developed from some preceding form and in turn gave rise to a
succeeding form. Furthermore, evolutionary doctrine holds that evolution proceeds by the
survival of the fittest, and the fittest are defined as those that reproduce in larger numbers.
Thus, the population of each intermediate species would be considerably large and would
exist for tens of thousands to several millions of years. As a result, enormous quantities of the
transitional forms generated by evolution would have lived and died during that vast stretch
of time. If evolution is true, our natural history museums should contain large quantities of
undoubted transitional forms. The evidence for evolution should be obvious, even for the
untrained eye to see.
“On the other hand, if creation were true, we would expect to find a very different kind of
record among the fossils. We would expect to observe that each basic kind of plant and
animal, each basic morphological design, would appear fully formed with no series of
transitional forms revealing an origin from some other basic type. Cats were always cats,
dogs were always dogs, monkeys were always monkeys, and humans were always humans.
We would expect to see variation within each kind—many varieties of finches, as Darwin
noted in the Galapagos Islands. Nevertheless, as creation scientists point out, the finches are
not only still birds, they are still finches, and interbreed with one another. To believe that
finches, canaries, ducks, eagles, hummingbirds, etc., evolved from a common ancestor which
evolved from a reptile requires a great leap of faith not documented by the fossil record.
“From the very beginning, the fossil record contradicts evolution but presents the evidence
predicted based on creation. Darwin was aware of the fact that the fossil record did not
produce the evidence his theory predicted, but he hoped future generations would unearth the
required evidence. This has not happened.”
—Duane T. Gish, The Scientific Evidence for Creation, August 2002 at Summit Ministries

“The evidence we find in the geologic record is not nearly as compatible with Darwinian
natural selection as we would like it to be. Darwin was completely aware of this. He was
embarrassed by the fossil record because it didn’t look the way he predicted it would and, as
a result, he devoted a long section of his Origin of Species to an attempt to explain and
rationalize the differences…Darwin’s general solution to the incompatibility of fossil
evidence and his theory was to say that the fossil record is a very incomplete one…Well, we
are now about 120 years after Darwin, and the knowledge of the fossil record has been
greatly expanded. We now have a quarter of a million fossil species but the situation hasn’t
changed much. The record of evolution is still surprisingly jerky and, ironically, we have
even fewer examples of evolutionary transition than we had in Darwin’s time. By this I mean
that some of the classic cases of darwinian change in the fossil record, such as the evolution
of the horse in North America, have had to be discarded or modified as a result of more
detailed information—what appeared to be a nice simple progression when relatively few
data were available now appears to be much more complex and much less gradualistic. So
Darwin’s problem has not been alleviated…”
—David Raup, Field Museum of Natural History Bulletin, 50 (1979):22

“Despite the bright promise that paleontology provides a means of ‘seeing’ evolution, it has
presented some nasty difficulties for evolutionists the most notorious of which is the presence
of ‘gaps’ in the fossil record. Evolution requires intermediate forms between species and
paleontology does not provide them. The gaps must therefore be a contingent feature of the
record. Darwin was concerned enough about this problem to devote a chapter of the Origin to
it. He accounts for ‘the imperfections of the geological record’ largely on the basis of the lack
of continuous deposition of sediments and by erosion. Darwin also holds out the hope that
some of the gaps would be filled as the result of subsequent collecting. But most of the gaps
were still there a century later and some paleontologists were no longer willing to explain
them away geologically.”
—David Kitts, Evolution, 28 (1974):467

“The fossils of a vast array of complex invertebrates abruptly appear fully formed in the socalled Cambrian rocks. Evolutionists believed a few years ago that these Cambrian rocks
began to form about 600 million years ago. Now geologists are telling us that these rocks
began to form no more than 520-530 million years ago, and that the duration of what is called
the Cambrian period was only about 5-10 million years rather than their earlier estimate of 80
million years. These fossils include those of clams, snails, trilobites, brachiopods, jellyfish,
sponges, worms, etc. Billions times billions of fossils of these creatures are found in

Cambrian rocks on every continent of the world. These animals supposedly evolved
beginning with microscopic, single-celled creatures. Lying generally underneath the
Cambrian rocks are what are called Precambrian rocks. Evolutionists believe Precambrian
rocks were laid down during hundreds of millions of years preceding and leading up to the
Cambrian Period. If evolution is true, these Precambrain rocks should contain billions times
billions of fossils of transitional forms linking these complex invertebrates to common
ancestors. Many of the Precambrian rocks are undisturbed and perfectly suitable for the
preservation of fossils. If the fossils were there, they would be found. There are now many
reports in the scientific literature of the discovery of fossils of microscopic, soft-bodied,
single-celled organisms, such as bacteria and algae, in Precambrain rocks. If fossils of such
creatures can be found it is obvious that there would be no difficulty in finding fossils of the
evolutionary ancestors and transitional forms leading up to the complex invertebrates whose
fossils are found in Cambrian rocks. No one, however, has found fossilized ancestors for a
single one of the Cambrian invertebrates, or transitional forms linking, say, sponges with
jellyfish, branchiopods with clams, snails with trilobites, or any other possible linkages.
Because of the vital importance of these facts, extensive documentation will be provided. The
following references describe the many recent publications that discuss the pervasive,
perplexing, and persistent problem for evolutionary theory due to the explosive appearance of
a vast array of complex invertebrates in the fossil record with a total absence of ancestors and
no trace of transitional forms between the various kinds of invertebrates. Richard Dawkins,
the British biologist and evolutionist, states: ‘The Cambrian strata of rocks, vintage about 600
million years, are the oldest in which we find most of the major invertebrate groups. And we
find many of them already in an advanced state of evolution, the very first time they appear.
It is as though they were just planted there, without any evolutionary history. Needless to say,
this appearance of sudden planting has delighted creationists.’
“Yes, indeed! The sudden appearance of these creatures fully formed does delight
creationists. It is precisely what is predicted based on creation.”
—Duane Gish, The Scientific Evidence for Creation, August 2002 at Summit Ministries

“The United States abolished legalized slavery nearly 140 years ago, but today a new scourge
of human slavery remains and thrives throughout the world. Americans need to know the
reality of human trafficking and our government needs to exert its fullest strength to end this
appalling human rights abuse.
“An estimated 700,000 to 4 million victims of human trafficking are bought, sold, transported
and held against their will in slave-like conditions each year. Most victims are women and
children.

“Many are lured from their homes with promises of a better life by cunning traffickers who
force them to work in brothels as sex slaves or as forced laborers in sweatshops, as domestic
servants, or beggars, to name just a few scenarios. Violence is commonly used to control
victims and maintain their servitude. In cases of forced prostitution, victims are repeatedly
raped every day and are forced to cope in subhuman conditions.
“Recently, the State Department released its second annual “Trafficking in Persons” (TIP)
report, which evaluates the efforts of 89 countries in combating the modern-day slavery of
human trafficking. The TIP report is a tool created by the Trafficking Victims Protection Act,
a law that I sponsored to assess the progress made in combating the scourge of trafficking in
human beings around the world. The law requires the State Department to rank countries’
efforts to meet minimum standards to combat trafficking and whether those countries are
making ‘significant efforts’ to bring itself into compliance with those standards.
“When the law was enacted in 2000, many in Congress and the administration did not want to
publicly name offending countries. Other policymakers, myself included, argued that some
countries only get serious about addressing their failures to combat slavery if their
deficiencies are publicly identified. My two year’s experience with the TIP report supports
that argument: During the year between the first and the second reports, the governments of
more than two dozen countries improved their behavior and policies enough to merit an
improved mark. Only two countries – Cambodia and Kyrgyz Republic – dropped in ranking
from the first year to the second.
“It is clear the Bush administration devoted substantial time, effort and personnel to prepare
the 2002 TIP report. The report will continue to serve as a useful tool for diplomats and
members of Congress as we engage our foreign counterparts regarding their efforts to combat
human trafficking.
“Nonetheless, the TIP report is not flawless. India, Thailand and Vietnam, among others,
received better rankings than they deserved despite credible reports indicating their efforts to
combat trafficking were clearly insignificant in light of enormity of the human trafficking
problems in those countries. More than 2.3 million girls and women are believed to be
working in the sex industry against their will at any given time – possibly as many as 40
percent are children. In India, for example, more than 200,000 persons are trafficked in the
country each year. Indian boys, some as young as age 4, are trafficked abroad to be enslaved
and brutalized as camel jockeys in camel races.”
—Christopher H. Smith, The Washington Times, June 18, 2002, p. A19

“Sure was big news on June 3 when the Bush administration released the ‘Climate Action

Report 2002,’ a document describing the effects of climate change on the United States in
coming decades.
It appeared to be a remarkable change in policy, espousing gloom and doom global-warming
scenarios that President Bush has studiously eschewed for years. Within 24 hours, though,
Mr. Bush dismissed it as a “report put out by the bureaucracy,” which it was, and ‘revowed’
his opposition to the Kyoto Protocol on global warning.
The problem is that the core of the Climate Action Report was produced by the wrong
administration. Chapter 6, the section on climate change effects on the U.S., is largely an
outtake from the “U.S. National Assessment” (USNA) of global warming, a politically
inspired document rushed to publication some 10 days before the 2000 presidential election.
“The ‘Assessment’ process began in 1998, when Vice President Al Gore and President
Clinton’s science adviser, the green radical John Gibbons, began assembling a team of
appropriate scientists. It was empowered by Mr. Clinton’s National Science and Technology
Council, headed by Mr. Gibbons and Mr. Gore and, which is, according to the Assessment,
‘the principal means for the president to coordinate science, space and technology policies.’
Policy is the operative word here, not science.
“Through a series of committees and subcommittees that makes Enron seem straightforward,
the council eventually appointed a ‘synthesis team’ for the assessment, which consisted of 14
persons. Two were climatologists. One had a doctorate. None had ever expressed public
skepticism about the seriousness of climate change as a national and international issue.
Where were the well-known “skeptics,” even as tokens? For example, notably absent were
MIT’s Richard Lindzen, satellite-temperature guru John Christy, or Arizona State
University’s prolific researcher Robert Balling.
“Eventually the Synthesis Team produced a draft for review by the larger scientific
community. But, unfortunately, the same people who put together the report decided what to
do with the review comments.
“Here’s the core of my review – sent to the USNA during the period for scientific comment
in August 2000 – along with a translation from scientific to English: ‘The essential problem
with the USNA is that it is based largely on two climate models, neither of which...reduces
the residual variance below the raw variance of the data.’
“Translation: The two climate models that are the core of the USNA perform no better than a
table of random numbers when it comes to estimating U.S. temperatures during the period of
greenhouse effect changes.
“Because of that, I continued: ‘All implied effects, including the large temperature rise, are
therefore based upon a multiple scientific failure. The USNA’s continued use of those models
and that approach is a willful choice to disregard the most fundamental scientific rules [which

is that models or hypotheses must conform to reality] . . . for that reason alone, the USNA
should be withdrawn from the public sphere until it becomes scientifically based.’
“Needless to say, the review was ignored in the public comments by the Synthesis Team.
They had no choice. Being handpicked to produced a report being rushed in an election cycle,
how else could they respond?
“And when the same report served as the core for the new ‘Climate Action Report,’ who on
the Synthesis Team was going to stand up and say the models were junk as far as U.S.
temperatures were concerned? It was a no-win situation. And it represents perhaps the first
time in my professional life that I have had sympathy for government scientists at the mercy
of a political process.
“More telling, in private, the USNA team replicated my experiment and found indeed that the
two models couldn’t beat a table of random numbers over the United States when it came to
estimating temperatures. When the New York Times— which broke the ‘Climate Action
Report’ story – interviewed me, I mentioned all this to the reporter, Andrew Revkin. He
chose not to include it. But I thought it was worth mentioning on radio and television later
that day.
“Mr. Bush was right. The report was a product of bureaucracy, a tragedy caused when
politics holds sway over science.
“In my opinion, the behavior of the USNA – proceeding with models that it had determined
did not work over the U.S. was a direct shot through the heart of science. Think of it this way:
Is it correct for a physician to prescribe a medication he knows does not work, even after he
himself tests it? Rest in peace, Climate Action Report. Thank you, Mr. President for your
respectful distance.
—Patrick Michaels, The Washington Times, June 10, 2002, p. A 17

“Hostility is growing in Europe toward Israel for its tactics against Palestinians, but support
for Zionism remains constant in one arena: among America’s millions of evangelical
Christians.
“Some Americans simply empathize with Jewish friends. Those with longer memories
believe humanitarianism requires a secure Jewish homeland in the post-Holocaust world.
Others embrace Israel as a Middle East outpost of democracy and Western values. Of late,
suicide bombings against Israeli civilians have undercut sympathy for Palestinians.

“As the Jewish Telegraphic Agency and other media have noted, a major segment of
‘premillennialists’ and ‘dispensationalists’ bases unflinching support for Israel upon literal
interpretation of the Bible. For some, that includes prophecies about the nation’s future endtimes role.
‘Most evangelicals are certain that God always takes the side of Israel’ in any conflict,
Randall Balmer and Lauren F. Winner say in ‘Protestantism in America’ (Columbia
University Press).
“National Review’s Rod Dreher says evangelicals who hold a ‘divine right’ viewpoint
support Israel with an ‘uncritical fervor that exceeds that of even some American Jews.’
Orthodox Rabbi Daniel Lapin, in an article posted May 7 on National Review Online, says
American Jews are ‘waking up’ to Christian support.
“ ‘Why does such vile enmity wrack Europe, while America not only remains free of it but
persists in standing by Israel in the present clash with the Palestinians?’ asked the rabbi,
founder of Toward Tradition, based in Mercer Island, Wash. ‘Why do Americans so
overwhelmingly favor Israel, while Europeans regard the Jews there as wretched interlopers?
“ ‘We see why Christians are so sympathetic to the Jewish side in this painful conflict: It is
because they revere the Bible. And America, quite simply, is the most enthusiastically
Christian nation on earth . . . In America, Irish Catholic Journalists like Sean Hannity and
Michael Kelly put some blasé Jewish Americans to shame with their passionate support of
Israel.’
“Pro-Israel beliefs are fueled less by evangelical graduate-level theology schools, except for
Dallas Theological Seminary, than by Bible colleges and popular media, especially bestselling books and broadcasting preachers. Pro-Israel rallies are held each year during the
Gospel broadcasters’ convention.
“One exponent, the Rev. Richard Land, a social-issues spokesman for the Southern Baptist
Convention, said in the Los Angeles Times that God gave the ‘unconditional’ promise to
Israel that ‘he would give that land to the Jews forever.’
“In calling God’s promise permanent, literalists often cite a complex New Testament passage
on the covenant with Abraham (Hebrews 6:13-20) that says God showed ‘the heirs of the
promise the unchangeable character of his purpose,’ and ‘it is impossible that God should
prove false.’
“Literalists such as Mr. Land also believe the welfare of the United States depends on
friendship with Israel because of God’s biblical covenant with Abraham’s descendants:

‘I will bless those who bless you, and him who curses you I will
curse” (Genesis 12:3)
“For some, the boundaries of God’s land grant were forever fixed in Genesis 15:18: ‘To your
descendants I give this land, from the river of Egypt to the great river, the river
Euphrates’ (present day Iraq). Like some Israelis, these Protestants think those troublesome
Jewish settlements among West Bank Palestinians are part of the divine plan.
“By contrast, the bulk of official Christian theology – Roman Catholic, Orthodox, classical
Protestant – avoids such readings of the Bible and literalism on apocalyptic, prophetic and
poetic passages. The influential St. Augustine (A.D. 354 to 430) formulated that view.
“Details vary on God’s covenant with ancient Israel, but such interpreters often say the
promises are conditioned on Israel’s faithfulness, or that the coming of Jesus Christ ends
national distinctions. A favorite text is Galatians 3:28: ‘There is neither Jew nor Greek . . . for
you are all one in Christ Jesus.’
“The harder-edged ‘replacement theology’ says the Christian church has absorbed the ancient
promises made to Israel. For instance, a recent article in the Protestant weekly World says
Israel has no ‘claims to national divine right’ because ‘Israel as a whole today rejects her
Messiah.’
“Some biblical liberals, Christian and Jewish, said they doubted God made such promises in
the first place and figured Israelites turned their national aspirations into divine revelation.
—Richard Ostling, The Washington Times, June 17, 2002, p. A2

